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I. INTRODUCTION 
·1. Preliminary Considerations 
By taking into consideration the contribution of electronic 
displacement axil molecular orientation to the polarization or a 
l 
dielootric, Debye ha.a nrri ved at the following expression for the 
dieleotrio constant:-
(l) 
Now at a given temperature T, oll terms on the right hand side of 
this exprea·aion are constant except N, the number of atoms (or mole-
cules) per unit volume. Thia 1 however, is proportional to the dens-
ity. JJ'urthermore, we may multiply both sides through by M, the molec-
ular weight of the dieleotrio, and thus obtain:-
X-/ M _ p 
/'( t 1 d_ - ( 2)
ih which P is the molecular polarization of the dielectric. Ex:peri-
mentully', 1 t has been towid that this expression qui ta closely 
describes the behavior ot liquid.a such as benzene; thnt 1a, non-polar 
2liquids. But it has been shown that, in the case ot polar liquids 
(water, alooho.ls, etc.), and in the oasa of solutions of polar liquids 
in non-polar solvents the expression does not hold at all. 
When a solution is used as dielootric M ot equa. (2) must be re-
plnoed by the weighted molecular weight of the solution·. 'lbat is, the 
1. Marx, Handbuoh der Rndiologie, 6, 614 (1925) 
2. Ibid., 6, 628 (1925) 
1. 
the molecular weight of the solution is computed from the relation 
M, c. +- M,._ C-z.. 
where Mi and M2 are the mo;eoular weights, and o1 and o2 the mole 
traction concentrations ot the solvent, and the solute, respectively. 
We then have instead ot (2), the relation:--
k.- I 'MI c, t M~ C1. - p
- - I - . 
K-t:l ct.
(3)
On the basis of the additive law the polarization. P·ot the solution 
is, madE! up ot two parts: one due to the solvent, the other due to 
the solute; that is 
(4)
where P1 and P2 are the molecular polarizations ot the solvent 
and the solute, :respectively'. P1 may be calculated from data on the 
pure solvent, and knowing o1, we have P1o1 • P may be calculated 
from the data on the solution, using (3). IIonce 1 since c2 is also 
known P- f?C, R :: ,. 
Ci. (6)
3Debye 1 and one of his students, 4 have ahoVln that the molecular 
polariza~ion P2 depends markedly on concentration. This behavior is 
usually attributed to association changes. It was suggested by Debye5 
_that the·polar1zntion P2 would approach that polarization correspond-
ing to the unassooiated state as the conoentration 02 is made to 
approach zero; that 1a, he believed that association would disappear 
as the concentration of the aasooiating molecules approached zero. 
3. Marx, IIandbuoh der,,Radiologie, 6• 627-633 ( 1925) 
4. Lange, Zeitaohr. fur Phys. 331 169-182 (1925) 
5. folar Molecules, Debye:p. 49, 1929, 
2. 
Thus the solute, at suf!'ioi.ontl.y small concentrations, should approach 
the behavior of its vnpor. The limiting value of P2 for the solute 
might be obtained by plotting a curve ot polarization P2 versus ooncen-. 
tration o2, and extrapolating from this curve to zero concentration. 
This limi'ting value we .may call P0 • Then: if P0 represents the polar-
ization at infinite dilution at temperature I, we should find that 
(l;,-A)T= 8 (6) 
where Bis a constant related to the electric moment of the molecule 
by - 20 v'-r == 1. :1. 7 x. ,o B
(7) 
and A is the .molecular refraction. 
2. Previous Investigations 
A survey of the available 11 terature on the subject reveals two 
intera oting points. First, so far as the writer has been Elble to 
determine, there has been no deliberate attempt to measure the dielec-
tric constant of solutions of pol.or solutes in non-polar solvents at 
suoh concentrations of the solute that tho number of molecules ot 
solute per unit volume' was oompa rable to :the number ot molecules 
per unit volume of vapor at atmospheric pressure or less. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that. sinae the extrapolation of the P2, o2 
ourve to zero concentration ia apparently justified by the olose 
agreement6·between the eleotrio moment observed tor the vapor and 
t:ha.t oa:~oulatad from the val.ue o~ P
0
obtained from the extrapolation 
&. stranathan: Phys. Rev., pp. 653-671, Vol. 31, No. 4, Apr., 1928; 
Wiiliams & Ogg: J. Am. Chem. Soo. 1 50, 94 1 1928. 
3 •.
4. 
we should find a continuation ot the smooth curve when the polarizations, · 
P2, ~t solutions of extremely low conoentration o2, are measured_and 
plotted. 
Stranathan6 obtained reliable .data at lower concentrations than 
had been used by any previous invast~ator. That his values ot P0 were 
well definacl ia shown by the close agreement between the electric moments 
of·a given solute calculated for different temperatures, and by the close 
agreement of ·the moments thus oaloulated, with the momenta obtained from 
vapor data. Hmvever, because ot experimental difficulties his points at 
lowest concentxe.tions showed a tendency to deviate from a smooth curve, 
and while they were not inconsis.tent, they were given little weight by him. 
Extensive investigations of suoh solutions have recently been 
:made by W1l.11ams and Ogg~ 7 Results ·~btained by them have led them to 
state that "the values ot the elec~rio moment tor the solute molecules, 
calculated from the dielectric constant and density data in various 
non-polar solvents, is qui ta independent of the solvent used." How-
_ ever, their work using polar liquids as solutes was done at relative-
ly high, oonoentrations, in no cnse leas than .l mole fraction of -solute, 
In several instances they used substances which were so sparingly sol-
uble 1n the sol van ts used the. t they were forced to work at exceedingly 
lgw opnaentrationa. In ~eae cases they did not calculate P2• Using 
their data, the writer has calculated P2 for these substances. When 
these data were plotted iu the usual Il13.nner very striking curves were 
obtained, as nay be seen on page 5 in which P2 is plotted against the 
oorresponding o2 tor ~enzoio acid in carbon disulfide. It will be seen 
later that this curve shows an effect whi'oh agrees with same observations 
made by the writer. 
7. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 50, 94 (l92lI:f) 
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We are led by suoh -be.havior o'! ·the ourve to draw one ot two con-
clusions:- (1) that th.ere is .. in the method or apparatus one, or more 
systematic errors which, because of the imgnif.ioation of auch error 
at low oonoentrations, vi ti ate the·· results; ·Or (2) essooiation. 
changes are not eliminated. even at these low oonoent:rations; that 
1s the solute when dissolved in o. liquid does not behave in the same 
manner aa ·where it is in vapor state. 
· Other workers haw investigated the behavior ot binary solutions, 
but none has worked in the region ot such extremely low o2• 
A second point of interest· is that in general there is rather 
poor agreement between the values ot el.Gotrio moment of some polar 
liquids ea obtained i'rom ·measurements in which different non-polar 
solvents wore used. This, however,' may be due to the ta~t that these 
values ot aleotrla JllOlnent were obtained by different workers using 
ditterent'apparatus, and not to .the use of different solvents. Will-
iams and his co-workers have obtai'nad good agreement in electric mom-
ent of a substanoe using several different solvents. 
3. Purpose ot Present ,Research 
In view or the conditions ~hioh were reviewed in section 2 of· 
Introduction, it seemed desirable that an effort be made to determine 
whether or not 'the electric moment of ~ome polar liquid were '1nd~-
pendent of tha solvent in which it was dissolved. The writer under-
took to use ethyl alcohol as the polar i1quid, and to·use as solvents 
three liquids which a:va generally ooriaidered to be non-polar: benzene, 
I 
carbon tetrachloride and carbon disulfide. 
In view ot the reaul ta obtained f"rom the first series ot measure-
ments ( to be considered in detail in section ml the original purpose 
became submerged 1n what seemed a. more important one. . It seemed 
desirable to develop a method by ,,hi oh precise mt;;asurements could be 
made on solutions, such that the number of molecules per unit volume 
of solute in the solution was comparable to the number of molecules 
per unit volume of the vapor n t ordinary pressures ( 1 atmosphere or 
leas). 'lbia made 1mperat1 ve the design or apparatus and development 
of technique from which systematic experimental errors were eliminated. 
7. 
Tha first series ot measurements indicated that accurate measure-
ment ot the dieleotrio constant of solutions of o2 ( .001 mole traction 
would be absolutely neoesaa17 in order to determine whether the effects 
which had been observed were due to systematic error or to unexpected 
assoo1ation changes at these low concentrations of solute. 
In order to be able to oaloulate the molecular polarizations of 
the solute at suoh extremely low conoentrationa, it was necessary to 
know the density of these solutions to a far greater degree of precision 
than that of any reference on the subject with which the writer is ac-
Ol 
•
quainted. Thus 1 t was necessary to measure the density of dilute 
' .I'
solutions of ethyl a1oohol in the three solvents named above. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS 
l. Desoription of Ap:paratus 
This :work may be di vidad into 'three praotioally separate parts 
so far as experimental procedure and :method a.re concerned. With 
reference to each of these divisions -t;here,_will be considered a 
separate set ot data. 
It was recognized thut a relatively small error in the initial 
measurement of either the dielectric constant or density becomes 
. greatly magnified durfog the process 0~ oaloulation, an'd that the 
most precise method available should be ·used. In view of this the 
8heterodyne beat metho~ was selected for the measurement o:f' the 
d1eleotr1c constants. 
A diagram ot the apparatus 1 a given in Fig. l. It consists ot 
two ·hiBh frequency oscillators I- and llI, the ,:trequenoy or one of which 
is maintained oonatant'at about 106 oycles by means of a quartz crystal. 
The frequency of the other oscillator is adjustable .~t will by variable 
condensers. In'praotioe the trequeno~ ot this oscillator is adjusted 
accurately to 1000 oyoles less than that of the other. The electric 
impulses from these two oscillators are imprassod simultaneously upon 
the grid of the detector by means of the floating grids G1and o2• The 
a. Zahn: Peys. Re.view, 24, 400, 1924 •. 
lOo 
boat note frequency is amplified by one stage of audio amplification. 
This amplified beat note together with the note from an electrically 
driven tuning fork ia passed through another stage of audio amplifica-
tion and the beat note between these two nc;>tes is impressed on the 
telephone receiver T, Obviously, the frequency of the variable os-
cillator can always be brought to a fixed value by bringing the beat 
note between the fork and the beat note between the two oscillators 
to zero value by varying the capacity of the second oscillatory cir-
cuit. The entire apparatus was housed in three separate metal boxes 
as indioated in the diagram. Tb].lS the oscillators were.shielded both 
from one another and from. external influences. The oscillators were 
run from separate ba.tteries which were new at the beginning o:r a series 
ot measurements. 
The teat oondenaer OT was completely submerged in a thermostatio-
all.1 controlled water bath. Thia water bath oonaisted o:f' two separate 
metnl boxes, one within the other. Space between them provided for a 
flow of oold water in case the room temperature exceeded the tempera-
ture of the inner bath. 
Several forms ot heater wore tried. A coil ot bare wire was dis-
carded beouuae the electrical influence communiaated either through 
the water or magnetically to the test condenser caused measurable fre-
quenoy changes. When an attempt was made to insulate this heater elect-
rically a very large temperature log was observed in the both. Finally 
a 40 Watt incandescent lamp was found to be exactly suitable. The 
temperature o:f' the bath was very oonstantly maintained at 25°0 + .10. 
Three different schemes were tried, each ot which required a 
di~ferent arrangement of the condenser aas·mnbly which is enclosed 
in the dotted rectangle in Fig. I. In the first scheme only con-
densers OP and o,, oonnaated in parallel, were used. OT will be 
described below. OP ~aa a General Radio precision condenser, type 
222, No. 1074, having a maximum oapaoity of 1500 m.m.f. Any oha.nge
in. the oapaoity of this parallel arrangement due to the introduction 
ot a different dielectric into OT c~uld be compensated tor by a 
obang~ in Op• S!noe it was_found that the greatest possible precisic:n 
with this arrangement was inadequate, a second scheme was tried. 
It seemed· desirable that an arrangement be used such that a 
ver, am.all ohange in the oapao1 t1 of OT• would make a very large 
change in ·CP neu~saary for canpensation. The arrangement shown in 
Fig. l seemed to offer the be st solution of this problem. 
OP and OT were the sam~ condensers as uaad in the first scheme. 
C8 woe a var~able air condenser ot.exoeptionally' rigid construction 
wh1oh was kept at a fixed oapaoity throughout the period of its use. 
'OA and O A were also va~iabla air condensers of rigid oonstruotion. 
' ' 0 A was inserted in the system merely fo;- the purpose of increasing 
the totnl onpaoity ot the system which had been greatly reduced by
the use ot the series arrangement. O A was set at a value exactly 
equal to the capacity of OT when the pure solvent was used as the 
dielectric. 0 A was connected to the oircui t i.by means of a swi toh 
which was so designed as to eliminate the possibility of changes in 
that part of the total capacity which was due to the switch itself'. 
When OT was not conneoted CA was connected, thus providing the 
.necessary oapaoity toroaoillation of the circuit, and OP was set 
nt its maximum uaeable value. When CT was filled with a solution 
and connected, OA was disoonneoted and any change necessary in OP 
was then due. to the ohanga in the oapaoity of. OT which ohange was in 
turn dua to the amount of solute present in the solution. From the 
change made in OP the change in OT could be calculated; trom. this, 
· and from the previously detc~rmined value or OT when the pure sol vent 
\fflS used alone, the dielecSric constant of the solution could 1:s cal-
oulated. 
During a series of measurements made with this second arrangement 
of oondense:rs. muoh trouble .,ms experienced because of uncontrollable 
. drift in the traquenoy of the oscillator. It was found impossible to 
obtain conai3tent reatlinga ainoe it was constantly necessary to alter 
th~ setting of .OA• 
It was diftioul t to locate the exaot cause of this change in the 
zero point since several posaibili ties were present.· It was necessary 
to remove the test oondenaer from the bath 1n order to empty it of one 
solution, · dry it thoroughly and refill it with the· next solution. Al-
though every precaution was observed to avoid bumping the condenser 
against the leads, it was possible that soma change was caused in this 
manner. When the oondanaer wae removed and replaced, the var, Ql.ightest 
, Ohange in pos1 tion of' the condenser, indeed, even the slightest rotation 
of the condenser about a very rigid vertical axia produced measurable 
changes. It ·,, is believed now that temperature changes in the room 






souroos of error were eliminated. 
In the third aoheme, the some condenser· arrangement was used 
as that of the second scheme except that it was no longer necessary 
to use CA. The test condenser OT was fastened very rigidly to the. 
bottom and aides ot the metal wntar. bath. A small copper tube was 
attached to the drain plug in the bottom ot the teat oondenaer, 
passed ·through the bottom.of the water bath and thence through the 
JJ.µtga shield box which contained the entire as oilla tor and conden-
ser system~. It was thus possible to fill, drain and dry the test 
condenser without disturbing its position or oonneations in any way, 
.The .tast . condenser is shown in Fig.· II. It consisted of 3 pieces 
of braas tubing arranged oonaentrioa.lly., · The two outer pieces were 
soldered to a braaa ring at either. end. while the inner cylinder, the 
' ' i.naula.ted plate, was supported at each end by pyrex glaaa insulat~rs 
as shown. Tho insulated lead wire to this plate passed through a 
large hole in the upper ring and through a piece of brass tubing 
which was shrunk on to the glass insulator through which the lead 
wire passed •. Diametr:l. cally ppposi ta . to thia lead wire tube was a. 
filling tube and ·slight)sr to· one side of thia waa a small tube. which 
was opened. when tilling oi- drying the condenser. This small tum 
served to allow the escape of bubbles which were conveyed to it by
a an.all v-shaped groove on the inner surface of the brass ring. Thia 
v-shaped groove also served to prevent the gathering of bubbles be-
tween the upper edges ot the plates since the center ot the.groove was 
well above the top of the insulated plate. 
14. · 
A drain tube was soldered into the bottom ring on the opposite 
aide ot the condenser f'rom that of the filling tubt=). When the oon-. ' .
denser waa placed in the b~th, it was not plaoed vertically' but at 
a slight angle with the vertical. In this way the drain hole was 
made the lower.most point at the bot tom and the filling tube hole was 
the uppermost point at the top. 
The teat condenser had a liquid ~apaoi tv' o:r approximately 93 cc~ 
Its eleotrioal oapaoity with ~ir as dieleotrio was 294.75 m.m.r. 
A section of brass tubill8 having an outside diameter equal.to 
the inside diameter ot the top and bottom rings of the test conden-
ser was securely soldered to the bottom of the water bath at the 
angle at which the condenser.w1:1s to sit in the bath. This tube was 
oompletoly perforated with large holes to allow for free circulation 
ot water through and around 1 t. The test condenser was placed in 
the bath by slipping it over this section of tubing, and thus was 
always.repiaced in exactly' the same position each time and was held 
securely in th~'=' pos.1.1i.ion. 
Substanoes Studied. It was proposed to use e~byl a~cohol as the 
polar liquid and to.use as the non~polar liquids, benzol, carbon 
tetrachloride end carbon disulfide. ~ 95% ethyl alcohol was dried 
just before it was needed tor a series of' measurements. It was boiled 
over OaO tor 24 hours and then distilled, the first and last portions 
ot the distillnte being rejected. No signs of coloration were ob-
served when sane of the dried alcohol waa· allowed to stand in contact 
' '




tetrachloride and oarbon disulfide wera }~llinokrodt~a. :regular C.P. 
quality. No further effort was made to dry these since it waa believed 
tho:t the am.all anx,unt oi' water present woUld not ef'feot the results. 
·· ·: , . It .was necessary to determine V(ir.r acourately the relation between 
density ancl oon_oentretion over the range of oonoentrations to be used. 
!;., 
Several methods vmre t:cl.ed, by fa.r the most precise of which was that 
in which o. a:{X3oially designed pyknoroeter was used. Thia design is 
9due to Porker and Parker, the general scheme ot which is shown in 
Fig. III, ' 
The balance on_ whioh all the weighings of solutions t both for 
density aud··a1electrio ocnstant measurements, were made was very 
oaref'ully' selected. It was ti large Paul Bunge balanoe having a maxi-
mum load capacity of l·ks- in eaoh pan and a sensitivity under maxi-
mum load ot ·.1:mg. _The balance was,, used on a atone pier. 
A new set of gold plated weights waa oalibreted especially tor 
and used throughout this work. 
2. Oalibmtion of Apparatus.
The preo1aion oondonaer Op used in this apparatus h~d been 
previously calibrated with special oare by Knowles and Strane.than. 
This was aaoomplished by measuring the capacity change tor every hun-
drad di visions in terms of a fixed interval on another similar pre-
oiaion condenser which was placed ~n parallel with it. The woxm gear 
waa checked at 10 points in a sirn1lar manner. Capacity changes as 
measured on Op should be 1n error by le as than .06 m.m.f. at all 
9. Jour. Phys. Ohern, 29, p. 132, 1925. 
points between 300 and 2400 sea.le divisions. 
Sinoa the changes 1n capacity to be rooa.sured were quite small, 
.an air condenser was ·Placed in series with the precision condenser. 
Neither terminal ot this series condenser .c8 could ba grounded in 
u.se. It was found by Xnowles10 the. t the capaai ty of a condenser 
when used in this mnner W'IS qui ta different from its capacity when 
· used with one set ot plates grounded. He found that an entirely 
'lo ditterent method was necessary tor the evaluation of the oa.paoi ty 
ot a condenser when used in this manner. c:rh1s method was followed 
in evaluating the capacity of 08 used in this apparatus. 
'rhe oapa.aity of the test 6ondenser with air as dielectric was
measured by b~eaking the connection to o'A and shorting across 08 •.
Oir was then direct~ .in i:e,rallel w1 th Op, as ·used in the first ~eries 
of measurements. 
In order to measure the distributed oa.paoity, that is, that part 
ot OT which is not ohanged by a o~ge in the .dieleatrio. the follow-
ing :prooed.ure was followed: 
K). : 0A .. , : : l.000536 
Ov 
where 
0 A is the oapaci ty ot the condenser with air as dieleatrio 
Ov is the oapaci ty ot the condenser w1th vacuum as dielectric 
KA 1s dieleotrto consta.nt of air. 
or Ov : OA : 302.18 : 302.02 (approx.-)
l.000536 l.000536 
Now assuming the dieleotrio· constant of benzol to be 2.27,3,. at 25°0 1 
10. Dootor•s Thesis, K,U, 1931 
we haye 
.2,273 - 677.14 - d . :, .. 
. 302.02 - d 
in whioh. d is the distributed ca:paoity, hence 
d : 9.35 · : 7.34 m.m,t~ 
1.273 
3. Experimental Prooe~ure 
The danaity-oonoentration relationship for e~oh type of 
·solution was detf'..rmined from a distinct 'set ot solutions made up 
espao1ally tor the density determinations. The dielectric con-
stants of these solutions were not measured. Tb.a set of solutions 
comprised a to 14 different solutions at regular intervals within 
the ·rangtl over whioh 1 t' was expeoted to measure the dielectric con-· 
stants. 
Faah of these solutions was weighed and mixed in a glass stoppered 
bottle which had been pre'Viously thoroughly. cleaned and dried. Saven 
of these bottles were used, each being numbered so that sucoeasive 
weights could ba cheoked'and thus any change in weight or the bottle 
readily de~eoted •. All these b.ottles were cleaned and dried and placed 
inside ·the balance oase at. least five hours before any weighing was 
attampt.ed. This was abso~utely necessary in order that the bottles 
be in temperatur, equilibrium with the balance when they were weighed. 
- ' 1 ! I, :.;• ' " ~ ' ,, , • '"
After the bottle was. weigh~.~, the required amount of aloohol was 
introduced into the bot.tie from. an ~~ _tight dropping bottle which was 
al~o kept in the balance oe.se. ~ weight of this ·alcohol was quickly 
determined, the benzol added immediately and the mixture weighed. 
The mixture was thorouBhl.y" mixed by shaking end then introduced into 
the pyknometer. The py~nometer was coiapletely tilled to the level 
ot the top of the short tube. It was then immersed in the constant 
temperature water bath where it was left until complete temperature 
equilibrium was attained. . The level of the liquid was adjusted to 
the soratQh mark on tho .tube on which there is but one mal'k. Then 
the height of the liquid in the tube above the bulb was noted while 
the pyknometer wa·s held in the bath. '.then it was removed, dried 
thorough]¥ and weighed, Since the volume of the pyknometer was 
known and since the graduated oapiilary had bee~ oalibra te4, aey 
variation in_the height of .the liquid in the tube could be corrected 
for, and henoe the density calculated. 
A c;,urva we.s plotted using density aa,_tordinate and mole fraction 
concentration as e.bsoiasa. From ~he ·slope ot_.thie curve the rate ot 
change of dens1 ty with oonoentrat1on was determined. The same 
proaeduro was followed in the case ot the ethyl aloohol-benzol, ethyl 
aloohol-oarbon tetrachloride nnd ethyl aloohol-aarbon disulfide curves. 
The method of preparing solutions, the dieleotria constants of 
which were measured, was exactly the same as that described abovo tor 
density determinatio~s. 
Several hours before a series of dielectric constant .maasuremen1s 
was to be mnde, the osaillators. were t~rned on and the stirrer of the 
water bath started (the bath was held at approximately as0a even when 
not in US84) Thus it Was.determined that there \VOS no drift in the 
trequenoy of the oaoillatora due to warming up ot the apparatus. In 
general ther~ was always a slight drift in frequency, the cause 
ot which was unknown. at the time of the first series of measurements. 
It was believed that any slight drift could be oorreoted for by ad-
justment of o1• 
First Series of Measurements. 
In the first aeries of measurements, in which no series oonden..: 
ser w~s used, the condenser was thorougl:lly · dried after washing with 
pure solvent, by opening all vents and blowing through it a strong 
current of heated air until it was certain that no traces of the 
liquid remained.· The empty condenser was then placed in the bath, 
allowed to attain temperature· equilibrium and 1 ts oapaci ty measured. 
It was then removed from the bath, tilled with solution, replaced in 
the ·bath and allowed to come to the temperature ot the bath. The 
) 
capacity ot the condenser viith the solution as dielectric was then 
measured. 
The insulated plate.of the test condenser was connected to the 
apparatus by means of a short piece of flexible wire. This could be 
disoonneoted or connected eas1]$ at will. · When the condenser was 
placed in the bath this insulated lea.d;was left unoonnected until 
an aocurate~setting·or the precision oondenser had been made •. This 
· .. . 11setting was found'to rem.a.in praotioal]J' constant whether the con-
denser were empty or tilled and hence waa taken as a zero reference 
point, from which the.amount and rate of drift of frequenoy of the 
osoillator could be observed. The insulated lead was.then connected 
11,nd e.nothe'r aoourate setting of: the condenser Wf;S ma.de • ., From the 
ll. Often absolutely constant to the degree of aooura~y to whio.h 
measurement was'.,>].)ossible with thip condenser arrangement. · 
ditfe.renoe ot these two set:tings the capacity of the test COll'.-
denaer could be calculated and from thia the dialeetrio constant 
of the solution was found. 
Second Series of Measurements. 
In this series. of measurements, a method ~hioh might be called 
a method of $Uaoeasi ve dilutions was used in the weighing and mixing 
, I , . • • 
ot _aolutiona, This consis~ed of weighing a relatively large amount 
of alcohol into a b~ttle.and adding to this a correspondingly smaller 
amount of bonzol. . Thia solution was .the "first dilution", and. was 
I , I'' ," I
used in the '.r,tm1e·:~;ma.nna?' aa the pure a:loohol had. been usod in. the first 
' . i,,,,, ' (,' ' :, ' , 
series. Of course, the exact percentage of alcohol in this solution 
was kno~ end heu~. tilia a.otwl amount of aJ.aohol in the successive 
"se_oond dilutions." 
The advantages of the above method of m$;Xing solution are, first, 
that the amount of a;oohol whiqh evaporated <:luring man1:pulat1on was 
a smaller traoti on .of the amount ·.used than was the case .when pure 
I f ' • • ' , ' ' 
allfohol ·wae used, and aedond, that a given error in the weighing 
~.<; . . ~ 
introduced a sma1ler percentage. erro~ in the computed amount of aloo-
. '
hol. Errors in the amount of benz.ol ~sed were relatively unimportant 
because ot the large amounts used. 
In this series of measurements the. attempt wrus; made to use the 
auxiliary condenser OA, the capacity ot whioh was equal to the oap:icity 
of OT with pure solvent as the dielectric. It ·was hoped thus to measure 
only' ·the sne.ll change in oapao1ty of OT, AO~, due to the change in 
oonoentration ot the alcohol in the solution. This change h OT was, 
in the more dilute solutions, ~ V8l'f small one •. 
I'fow it waa ·u.bsolutely neoesaary that this smal.l ohanga be 
very- proaisely measured. In the aeries arrangement of condens~rs, 
a very small ohange in the oapaoi ty of C!f made necessary a com-
paratively large ohansa in th~ capoo~ty o~ Op, especially in the 
case of the most dilute solutions •. 
In the measurements, the apparatus was set at zero beat with 
OA conneotad, and OT tilled-with solution in place but disoonneatad, 
by setting Op near 1 ta maximum. . The reading of Op was noted. : CT 
was then conneated and OA diaaonnaoted. In order to compensate tor 
tha dif:terenoe between the oapao_ity of OT with a s?lution containing 
•. '
alcohol,. am ()A• it was necessary to reset OP. 
was calculated. 
Third Series of Measurements. 
For the third series of measurements a large amount ot pure 
solvent,. of same purl.ty as ueed above b~t all of' the same 'manuta.ctur-
er' s lot number, was ob.tained. In or~er to further assure its 
unitormi ty, this. was all pa.ured into a single large bottle snd 
thoroughly mixed. Otherwise the same prooedure as described above 
was used in the mixing of· solutions. Aleo the same. apparatus was 
used and same procedure tollowed in the measurements of dieleotrio 
constants except that OA was not used as a reterenoe point. Further-
more, the test condenser .was fastened permanently in the water mth
as de8cribad above. Instead of OA, the test condenser tilled with 
pure solvent was it~elf used as the refel'enoe point, in the :follow-
ing manner. 
2(~. '
Before any measurements on solutions were made, O'A was discon-
nected and 08 was shorted from the oiroui t, _ This changed the oir-
oui t baok to the arrangement as used, in the fir~t series of measure-
ments~ The test condenser, Or.r, was thoroughly dried and 1 ts capaoi ty 
when empty was measured~ It was then' filled with pure solvent and 
its oapaoi ty ·again measured. This procedure was repeated several.·· 
tlmes and the average values of OT empty and O,r pure solvent were 
used in subsequent oaloul.ations.' 
The test condenser was filled with pu:re solvent and ari accurate 
setting "ot OP madei It. was drained;. dried and filled with :solution 
inmediatel.y. A second aoourata setting of Op was made. It was 
again dried• refilled with pure solvent, and the first setting checked. 
u: t.he settings of op· in both cases in which pure solvent was used 
we ra identical, · it seemed a safe aa.SUlllption that no drift in ~requency-
had ooourrad in the interval between these measurements. Fr~ the 
diffaranoe. between the s~tt1ngs Qt OP WhEl:i OT was filled ,with soluticn 
and when filled with p1ire· · solvent, 6 01'' .the change in the capacity 
of OT :.due to ·the .presence of a given a!!l01mt. at alooho1··oould be 
oaloula tad. This caloul.a ted A OT .was ad.de~ to the oe.pacity o~ OT 
when .pure s.olvent was used as dielectric. This gave 'the a<!tual 
oapa~1ty of OT when ~e given solution was batween the plates. 
II-I. DA*lA. AIID OALOUIATI <ES 
Fir at Seri ea 
The :polarization of the pure solvent was calculated from the 
'expression,' 
In the case of benzol 




7 - l 78.048 = 26.63763 
2.27297 + 2 .87288 
.sample Oaloulation Solution No. l 
Data 
OT solution No. l : 691,40 m.m.t. 
Density of Sol : .87205 
Weight ot Benzol ; 87~6775 gr. 
Weight of 'Aicohol : ~ 6438 gr • 
.. 77.093 ·- .666 
Known Constants 
Distribu.ted Oapaoi'fU : ·7.34 m.m.f. 
' . , . .'
Calculated K : 2.321 
Caloulated o1 : .98777 
Calculated o2 : .012294 
: 77.669 
Om - Pistributed Oapao ity - 2.94 ..• 68 m..m.t. 
4 V8.0 . · . .. •
Oalculation 
XS :'691.40 • 7.34 : 2.3214 
294.68. 
• \ 1 ' !// f '
.LtO +.MC 
K • l /l l. 2 2 : P8 : 2.3214 • l 77.659 : 27.2257 
K + 2 :. d 2.3214 + 2 .e?205 
P202 ~ P8 - ·F101 : 27.2257 -. 26.311: .91476 
Pa :;· .91476 : .91476 : 74.407 
. o2 .012294 
2.5. 
Density Data (First Series) 
It is of .1nte rest to compare several detemina tions of the 
density of pure benzol, the first set made using a bottle type of 












Benzol ffom the same bottle w~s used in both, sets, of course. 
26. 
Beoaus~ro1' the great magnifloation of ~ r.ror in either K or d which 
occurs when the quantity P1o1 1a subtracted :t'rom P8 , it is absolutely 
essential, that the densities of the a olutions be known accurately 
to 4, preterab~ to 5 decimal places. Obviousll7' _the aoouracy ot 
detaminationa made with the bottlG typa pyknometer 1a enti~ ly 
inadequate. 
. The doter.rninations made with the U type pyknometer, as shown 
above, and as shown by a later aerie a ot determinati one in the next 
section, indicate a maximum variation ot .ooooa, that is, one part 
in 10.000 or .01%. Every preo~ution and the greatest care was exe~ 
oised to maintain this degree of preo!P.i~n in all density determina-
tions and it is believed thnt the following data showing the variation 
of density with concentration of etby'l alcohol in the solv,ents used 
is the beat available at the present tirne. This degree or precision 
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* 'l'his set of deteminationa was· made while tl'Y'ing out a new type 
of heater. It was tound that there was a tremendous temperature 
lag which ca.used the temperature o:t the bath to vary about 3°0. 
That the variations in density were due to this temperature varia-
tion of the bath is ahown by the other set ot determinations made 




















** It wi 11 ba observed that in the oaae of these two solutions the 
change in density is reversed. lloN ever,' it must be remembered that 
the maximum variation to be expected as ·shown by a aeries of deter-
minations on pure solvent was .ooooa, and that at these very low con-
centrations ot uloohol, the change in density is well within this limit. 
It would be nacessoxy to know the density accurately to .00001 in order 
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The denai ty-eonoentration relationships for the above solu-
tions may- be aum:narized by the following statements:-
At 25° 0 
the density ot any given. solution of: 
Benzol~Et~yl Alooh.ol is given by:- Density : o.87203 - 0.0'104002 
Oarbon disulfide-Ethyl Alcohol is given by:-
. Density : l.25617 - 0.49175 o2 -··. 
Oarbtin tetrachloride-Etb.yl .Alcohol 1s g1van by:•
Density= l.68514 - 0.49765 o2 
in which o2 has the same signi~icanoe as that attached to it through-
out this pa:per. 
,,,,,'
33. 
Polarization Data (First Series} 
Bthy1 Alcohol-Benzol 
02 K a. K-1 1 p P1C1 .P2C2 p2 i+i Q
t 
.00117 2.27765 .87280 .34221 26.69590 26.6553 .09056 76.93 
.00155 2.2'1915 .87277 .34250 26.7147 26.5953 .11937 76.91 
.01039 2.32072 .8721'1 .3504'1 27.2368 26.3594 ·.,87745 84.37 
.01229 2.32100 .87205 .35058 27.2250 · 26.311.0 .91496 74.40 
• 02503 2~37500 .87117 .36090 . 27.8789 25.9699 · l.90891 . 76.26 
.03964 2.4419'1 .87023 .37303 .. 28.6412 25.5808 3~16046 79.'13 
.04951 2.49182 .86958 .38193 29.2038 25.3177 3·.eas10 '18.4:8 
.05936 2.53736 .86892 .38993 29.6925 25~0555 4.63703 78.12 
.09065 2.'10958 .86683 .41876 31.4692 24.2220 '1.24720· · '19.95 
J;)Uring the taking ot the above set of data, quite a large drift in the frequency' was noted, 
which was finally traced to the refe~encQ Condenser o2 • This was replaced by a higher grade ccn-
denser and the following data taken. Comparison of the two curves over the seme range will show
clearly the effect ot the poor con.demer. 
P~ization Data (first series) Ethyl Alcohol-Benzol (continued) 
After elimination of faulty condenser 
Oz. X d 
·x-11 -p PlOl P202 p2 K+21"
* .000261 2.27104 .87206 .34125 26.63149 26.60604 .02545 97.43 
* .000265 2.27104 .8720& .34125 26.63144 26.60692 .02552 96,02 
: 
.000531 2.27591 .87284 .34186 26.67626 26.62346 .05280\~ 99.37· 
* .000535 2·.27229 • 87205 .34149 
1 t 
26.64723' . 26.59873 .()4850 90.63 
* .000845 2.27524 · .87242 .34190 26.67581 26.60283 .07298 86.35 
.00105'1 2.2'1752 .87281 .34218 26.69503 ~6.60944 .Q8559 80.91 
.001106 2.27769 .87281 .34221 26.69697 26.60814 .08827 80.25 
.OOl.112 2.27830 .8'1281 .34232 26.70567 26.60801 .09766 87.98 
* .001512 2.27630 .87198 .34228 26.69753 26.57273 .12480 82.51 ·,-·--·-----· 
,.,~ 002265 2.28195 .87273 .34305 29:.74925 26.57726 .17199 75.92 
,._ Y';;004566 2.291.67 .67257 .34492 26.86928 26.51331 .35597 76.29 
:, /.009513 2.31481 .87224 .U861 27.10251 26.38419 .71831 75.51 
t ~015575 2.33667 .87184 .35353, 27.41649 26.22272 1.19377 ?6.65 
/ v.039304 2.44275 .87026 .37315 28.65467 25.59066 3.06401 77.95 ., 
i ~041752 2.45340 .87010 .37508 28.7'1310 25.52540 3.24770 77.78 
1 v .065755 2.57065 .86847 .39568 30.04968 24.88610 5.16359 78.53 f"l7 ,fu../f._f 
,-~ 




Ethyl Alcohql - CRrbon Disulfide 
Polarization D~ta (first series continued).
C2 K d K-1. 1 _p P1c1 · K+2 a"'·
i000346 ·2.62739 1.25601 -~?003 21.31216 21~.29350 
.000540 2.62821 1.25591 .2801;16 21 •. 32013 21.-28937 
.OQQ?44 1 2.62875 l.25582 . -.. ~Ol9'r ·2L~32456 21.28504 
.000900 2.6~926 1.25573 .280~?4 ·21.33122 , 21.26383 
.0010?0 
,;·
2.;szo,ii- ','. 1.25565 ·., •. 280427 21.33957 21.:27809 
.OOll69 · 2.~133 l.25560 -~280534 21;34563 21~:27598 
.001358. 2.63201 1.25551 . .280.630 21 •. 35225 21.-.27195 
.-002388 2.·63740 l.~25499 .• 28l346 21.39809. 21.25001 
.003241 2 •. 64188 l..25457 .281938 21.43588 21.23185 
.00518& 2.-65206 l.25362 .283279 21.52126 21.19040 
.008179 2.66553 1..-25213 .285104 21.63425 21.12667 
.012905 2.-68542 1.24980 · .287819 21.79936 21.02600 
.029019 2~·75981 l.24020 _· ... 298115 22.43467 20;,a275 
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02 IC d 
K-1· l 
~ p1'i ·P2P2 p· '.~. -d 2
.000294. 2.22543 l.58495 ,}182979 28.14155 28.11614 .02541 86.4'1 
.000591 '2~22604 1.58485 .183059 28.14683 2a·.10777 .03906 66.09 
.000879 2.22692 1·.59471 .163154 · 28.15695 :m.09966 .0572.9 65.15 
' '------------------- . ~ . . ,~ .- ---~------~-----------------~~-
-.000509 2.·22665 1.58505 .165097 28.15943 28.13051 •.02892 93.44 
.000460 2.22726 . :t.59500 . · .183168 28 .. 16728 28.12629 .04099 89.05 
.000611 2.2.2787 1.58493 .• l8324l. 28.17552 28.12203 .05349 S'l.50 
.001213 2.22825 1.58466 •. 183311 28.1'1444: 28.08073 .09371 77.20 
.001857 2.23106 1.58440 .1&';639 28.21242 28 .• 06318 .14924 01.20 
! 
.003882 2.23'181 l.58350 .184404 ·28.28934 26.00572 ...28363 '13.06 
' .
ln th~ above .data, on a.loohol benzol solutions, ,it will be 
observed that five solutions are starred. These five solutions were 
mixed trom a different lot of benzol than the unstarred solutions. 
The data on the ti va starred solutions is salt-consistent, aa is that 
of the unstarred solut;ons, :that ia in both sets of data the polariza-
tions increase steadily and oonsist_ently with decrease in concentration 
of alcoholt o2• The explanation t~r the disagreement between the two 
sets of data is that the density ot the second. lot was different from 
that ot the tirat lot, and 1 t was not realized that the density of two 
different bottles of benzol would be sufficient to cause such dia-
orepanoies until after the solutions had been mixede.nd used~ 
The data given above on aloohol•oarbon tetrschloride solutions 
. show. a similar behavior. Several solutions mixed from the same bottle 
are salt, oona1etent, but not with solutions mixe.d from another bottle; 
this, 1n spite of the £act that·all'the bott'les were'stamped with the 
same lot number. As noted above, this dif fioul ty ffi:!8 overcome by
pouring all the solvent to be used in a large bottle ·and ~ins ·the 
various a ol,~_tions from this bottle.·· Only su:ftio ien t ; data was . J;aken 
on carbon tetrachloride solutions in this series of measurements to 
make certain tllat the behavior in the region of low oonoentrat1ons, 
o2, was the same as that observed f'cr the banzol solutions. 
The data on these solutions, and the ourvee plotted tharefrom1 
indicated a very peculiar behavior 1n the region of conaent rations 
' . 
extending from.o2 : .0025 to o2 ~ o •. It will be observed from the 
curve plotted trom the data on benzol solutions that the expected 
41. 
linear relation batween·o2 and P2 was found to exist at concentra-
tions above .0026, ,vi·thin the limit of' experimental error. Below 
this the polariza'tion P 2 begins ver:; abruptly to increase rapidly, 
with decrease in a2, and the ourve apparently approaches the zero 
concentration a.xis aaymptatioally. · This behavior is noted for both 
benzol and oaibon tetrachloride s:>lutions. 
Thia·was exactly the behavior ot the extremely low concentraticn 
solutions ot ·Williafus and Ogg- :referred to above •. 
T\vo explanationtr ot this unexpected behavior :presented themaet ves. 
First·, that· ver, peculiar as~ooiation ;t>henomena were taking· :place at 
thes·e extremely low concentrations. If this were true, the · extra-
polation ot'the curve to zero conoentration in order to determine the 
intercept was oom:pleteJ.u vitiated. However, in support or this extrapo-
lation· we llava the close agreement between the electric moment of 
alcohol valoul.ated in this way and the electric moment calculated from 
data on· the ·vapor. 
The alternative explanation was that this a111l8rent behavior was 
due to a systematic experimental error which because ot the great 
:magnitioa.tion ot error·as P approaches nearer and nearer the value 
of P1o1 rendered' da. ta taken on suoh dilute solutions -worthless. One 
condition which indicated this as a· very probably explanation was the 
serious lim1 tation imposed ·upon thti precision ot measurement of the 
diolectr1a constant ot · the solution by the apparatus as· used. 
It will be recalled that what· really determined the behavior of 
'the curve was the very smll ohe.nge in the dielectric constant of the 
42. 
iiolution due· to the addition. of a small anount of alcohol. · But vt th 
this apparatuaj it was impossi bla· to measure just 'this small change. 
The entire· dieleotr1o consta.'nt of the solution had to be m.eas.ured. 
The. precision condenser could ·be read accurately to four pieces; 
to obtain ·the titth place,· 11; was' neoessary to estimate· tenths ot 
the di stance between two graduation 'marks·. If an .error of only 1 
were made 1n· this estimation a. su~~ising),y large error was intro~ 
duaed 1.nto·tne calculated P2• "In the case of e. solution ot which 
02 : Ca .001. an· error ot Ca 3% was introduced in the value of P2; 
and as o2 becomes ama·ller, the paroantage error b eoomes much larger~ 
Incidentally, 1 t may ba msntion·ea he·re that an error ot .0001 in the 
density of this solution ·would introduce an error of Ca 4% in P2• 
Since it- wna believed that the densities were Itnown much olos.er than 
. . 
thi's, it was believed that ·it the uncarte.intiea ot capacity measure-· 
ment could be great~ redueed, it would be· possible to de.termine· 
definitely whether· the. apparent · peculiar behavior were due to system-
atic error or to aotual nssooiation oh~nges. · 
Although the behavior ot the carbon. disulfide solutions was'· not 
similar to that of the benzol end carbon tetrachloride solutfoxs , 1 t 
was extremely erratic and further investigation seemed desirable. 
In order to eliminate the large error introduced into P2 due 'to 
error in the measurement ot'X, the second arraDgEment of apparatus 
was decided upon. ·This· permitted the measurement of the small change, 
· to a far greater degree ot precision than did the first arrangement. 
The following set ot' data was taken. 
Polarization Data (Second Series). 
Ethyl Aloohol-Benzol 
02 K d !:!.! K-+2 d p PlOl P2'J2 p2 
.0000976 . 2.27006 '~87202 .~34108 26.62001 · 26.61565 .00436 44.68 
.. .0002907 .. ', 2.27060 .87201 .34119 26.62623 26.51050 .01573 54.11 
.0004589 . 2.27134 .87200 .34133 26.63562 26.60600 .02962 64.53 
.0007859 2.27267 .87198 .34159 26.65213 26.59728 .05485 69.80 
.0017318 2.27664 .87191 .34237 26.70223 26.57214 .13009 75.10 
.0023334 2.27851 .87189 .34273 26.72364 26.55612 .16752 71.80 
.0042364 2.28566 .87175 .34412 26.81164 26.50546 .30618 '12.30 
.00'/8062 2.30195 .87154 .34725 27.01551 26.41047 .60504 '17.51 
.0108690 2.31206 .87127 .34923 27.13544 26.32891 .80653 74.20 

The ab~ve series ··ot measurements indicated'. almost without 
doubt that the apparent peoulia.r behavior was due to. some sy-atem-
atio error since the polarization P2 now decreas~d with decrease in 
o2 .... an exaot reversal of the. results ,of the first series. Further• 
more• greater variations from the straight. line at higher oonoentra-
tions are evident from the data and curve. 
In view of these ~~ults .it appeared advisable to abandon for the 
time being the original purpose and matte a determined effort to elim-
inate the sources ot error it possible. To this end several refine-
ments were made in prQceaure and apJ:2ratua as described in Section II1 
A.· ver, important :tea ture was the holding of the room tero.perature con-
;tant to w1 thin ca. .5° a. It was found that very considerable 
drift in trequen~y was o aused in the variable oscillator by increase 
or decrease in room tapperature. 'Ibis amounted to a change in the 
zero point for which no compensation could be made" in this method. 
The effect of an accidental change in room temperature is shown. by 
the 1~0 red points ~hioh ··11e off the QUrve plotted from the follow-
ing data.. 
46. 
In the table of data below, there is given in Column l the vapor 
pressure corresponding to the resped.ttve. oonoentrations of alcohol used; 
. that is, the pressure which the ~ount of alcohol used in that partio• 
would exert 
ular solution/if the benzol were not present and the alcohol vapor 
alone oooupied the ~11 volume of the. condenser. 
Polarization Data {Third Series) 
Ethyl.Alcohol~Carbon Tetrachloride 
Equivalent 02 K d. K-1 1 p P10 ~2°2 p2 Pressure. Yi2 d l. 
1.2 mm. .0003559 2.22351 1.58496 .l.827'14 . 28.108777 28.084330 .024446 - 68.67' 
l.67 n .0004823 ~.22381 1.58490 .182183 28.112235 28.080762 .031473 65.25 
2.14" .0006431 2.22425 l.58462 .182870 20.117a53. 28.076267 .•041586 64.66 
5.80 " .0011615 2.22602 1.58456 .183086 28.140834 28. 06l68CS. · .079148 68.15 
a.12 " .002389'1 2.22995 1.58396 .163572 28.191386 28.027186 .164200 68.71 
18.20 n .0053146 2.23966 1·.5a250 .184769 28.316797 27.945010 .371787 69.95 
38.70 ff .0112165 2.25942 1.57956 .187190 28.568750 27.779200 .789550 70.39 
74.80 " .0204250 2.28606 1.57498 .190514 28.886840 27.520360 l.366480 66.91 
This data see.ms to indicate that the experimental ditficultie·s met in an attempt to mmaure the 
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IV. SUMMARY luID OONOLUSION"S 
l .. The behavior of solutions of ethyl alcohol in benzol, carbon 
disulfide and carbon tetrachloride has been studied at far lower 
concentrations of alcohol than e~er before attempted. 
2. The cause of peouli~ ertects observed by the writer e.s well 
as other ~nveatigators in measurement of ,the dielectric constants of 
extremely dilute solutions, haQ been definitely traced to defects in 
apparatus and method ·of measurement • 
. 3, The manner of variation ·of density with concentration at 25° o, 
of alcohol in ben.zol. 0 s2 and C 014, has . been measured to ,a greater 
degree of ·precision than that ot any e,a.ilable data of which ~e writer 
is aware. 
4. A method of successive dilution has bean introduced in the mix-
ing of solutions in order to reduoe the effects of evaporation during 
mnipulation. 
5. ,A method and apparatus has ,'been outlined by means or which it
is believed the behavi.or of high:cy, dil~te solutions of polar liquids 
in non-polar solvents can be. investigated. 
49. 
'In oonoluaion, the writer wishes to expre~s to Dr. J. D. stranathen, 
under whose direction this work was undertaken. his gratitude tor hie 
interest ·1n the wo~k and to~ his many helpful suggestions. 
